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Abstract. The new pliysics effects of the strong electroweak symmetry breaking
(EWSB) can be parametrized by acomplete set of the chiral Lagrangian parameters.
Five of thern characterize the anomalous quartic gauge interactions which iiivolve
pure Goldstone dynamics for the EWSB but are least constrained from the current
data. After analyzing the different patterns of these parameters in connection with
typical underlying resonance/non-resonance models, we perform model-independent
systematic study on bounding them via WWZ/ZZZ-pioducüon and Wl-V'-fusion
at the next generation high energy e*e~ linear colliders (NLC). The main focus is
put onto the interplay of these two production mechanisms for achieving a complete
probe of the quartic gauge interactions in a multi-parameter analysis, The impor-
tant roles of both polarized e~ and e+ beams are revealed.
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1. Introduction

The Standard model (SM) has so far been confirmed with great precision at the
scale of 0(100) GeV [1], although its electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB)
mechanism remains undetermined [2]. The low energy effects of the new physics
beyond the SM therefore have to be very small. This basically suggests two main
possibilities for the EWSB sector: weakly ov strongly interacting. The weakly
coupled case ensures the new physics having decoupling property [3] at low scales,
while the strongly interacting scenario (to be investigated below) parametrizes
the new physics äs the next-to-leading Order (NLO) effects at the TeV scale which

is also genencally small and typically of 0 \Ts]f-> 0(& x 10~3) '. This Situation
raises a great challenge to the future high energy colliders for decisively probing
the EWSB mechanism in both scenarios*. The present study is devoted to make
the precision test on the strong EWSB scenario at the next generation high energy
e±e~ linear colliders (NLC) which are under current intensive experimental and
theoretical investigations [6].

Below the new physics scale A. all the new physics effects in the EWSB sector
can be parametrized by a complete set of the NLO effective operators of the
electroweak chiral Lagrangian (EWCL) [7], in which the SU(2)L © U(l)y gauge
symmetry is nonlinearly realized3. Without experimental observation on any new
light resonance [1], this effective field theory approach [8,4] provides the most
economic description of the possible new physics effects. There are a total fifteen
NLO operators in the EWCL and their contributions to the various high energy
processes at the LHC and the NLC have been systematically classified by means
of the global power counting analysis [9]. Among the complete set of the NLO
operators, five of them charactenze only the quartic gauge interactions, which
involve the pure Goldstone boson [10] dynamics (according to the equivalence
theorem [11,12]) and are most important for the gauge boson fusion and triple
gauge boson production at the TeV scale. They are defined äs follows [7]:

£« =
x/)

'l Here ti(~ 246 GeV) is the Fermi scale and A(< 4;rt) ~ 3.1 TeV) denotes the new physics
scale characterizing the EWSB [4].
-) A possible detection of a light scalar is insufficient to verify the SM Higgs mechanism, and
to fully disentaiigle the imagined complex supersymmetry particie spectrum is not going to be
achieved at the LHC alone [5].
31 It is advised tliat whenever the decoupling theorem [3] becomes ineffective, the nonlinear
realization should apply.



where V„ = (ZV'Krt , DUU = ÖUU + WUU - [7B„ , W„ = iffM/«r°/2, B„ =
ia'ß(1T3/2, t'" — exp(iTa7r°/"] (with TT" the would-be Goldstone boson field). and
T = L'rgf/t is the custodial 5t/(2}c-violation operator. In (1), theoperators £^(5

conserve 5t/(2)c whüe £6j,io violate 5f/(2)c. Here, the ciependence on v and
A is factorized out so that the dimensionless coefficient £n of the operator Ln is
naturally of 0(1) [4]. Becausethey contain only quartic gauge couplings (QGCs).
these five operators cannot be directly tested via their tree-level contributions
at low energies and are therefore least constvained from the current data. So
fai1, only some rough estimates have been made by inserting them into the one-
loop corrections and keeping the log-terms only. Here is an updated estimate at
90% C.L. by choosing A = 2 TeV and setting only one parameter nonzero at a
time [91:

-0.7 <
-4 < £i < 20 , - 10 < 4 < 50

, <4 , -5 < i- <26 , -0.7 3 (2)

From (2), we see that the bounds on the 5C/(2)e Symmetrie parameters £4i5

are about an order of magnitude above their natural size; while the allowed
ränge for the 5C/(2}!--breaking parameters fg-io is about a factor of 0(10 — 100)
larger than that for £0 = £?&.p (= ^-o/TJ derived from the p (or T) parameter:
0.052 < C0 < 0.12 [9], for the same A and confidence level. To directly test the
EWSB dynamics. it is therefore important to probe these QGCs at future high
energy scattering processes where their contributions can be greatly enhanced
due to the sensitive power-dependence on the scattering energy [9],

2. Quartic Gauge Interactions and Underlying Models

Though the true fundamental theory behind this effective EWCL is yet un-
known. ii is important to examine how the typical underlying resonance/non-
resonance models contribute to these EVVSB parameters. Knowing the theoreti-
cal sizes and patterns of these parameters teils how to use the phenomenological
bounds (cf. sections 3 and 4 below) for discriminating different new physics
models. We shall concentrate on the quartic gauge interactions (1) and-consider
typical models such äs a heavy scalar (5), a vector (V*} and an axial vector (A*)
for the resonance scenario, and the one fiavor new heavy doublet fermions for the
non-resonance scenario. The effective Lagrangian for these new physics models
can be formulated äs follows:

•__ A Non-SM Singlet Scalar Up to dimension-4 and including both SU(2)C

conserving and breaking effects, we can write down the most general Lagrangian
for a singlet scalar which 1s invariant under the SM gauge group £JSM —

(4)
s»| [TrTVu

where V (S) contains only Higgs seif-interactions. The SM Higgs scalar only
corresponds to a special parameter choice: ns = K'S = l, KS = K'S — 0 and
V (S) = V(S}sM • A heavy scalar can be integrated out from low energy spectrum
with its effects formulated in the heavy mass expansion:

+0
J_
Mi (5)

With the Identification A — MS , the corresponding contributions to (1) are
derived äs follows

= ̂  > 0 (6)

Besides contributing to the quartic gauge interactions, the parameters {«,,«,}
are also related to the physical partial width of 5 decaying into two longitudinal
gauge bosons (Fs[5 -> W^WL, Z^Z^]) for a given mass MS'-

(7)

In (6)-(7) , the deviation from K, = l and KS = 0 signals a non-SiV! Higgs boson.

• Vector and Axial-Vector Bosons The LEP measurement on the 5-
parameter disfavors the naive QCD-like dynamics for the EWSB [13], where the
vector /?TC 's the lowest new resonance in the TeV regime. This suggests the
necessity of including the axial-vector boson in a general formaiism for rnocleling
the non-QCD-like dynamics. We consider the vector V£ and axial-vector A"u

fields äs the weak isospin triplets of (custodial) 5f7(2)c. {V, A] transform under
the SM global 5f/(2)c äs

v => v = ; (S)

where V„ = V°ra/2. Äu = /1JX/2. and S„ € SU(2)e . If {V, A} are further
regarded äs gauge fields of a new local hidden symrnetry group ~H = SU(2)'L ®
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SU(2)'R (with a discrete left-right parity) [14]. we can write down the following
general Lagrangian fup to two derivatives), in the unitary gange of the group H 4

and with both 5t/(2)c-conserving and -breaking efFects included.

TrfV„ [Trf .4 f

with

= JL - +

and, by dennition, V^ = igV^ = igV*ra/2, A^ = igÄ^ = i</AaHTa/2, VM

U^V„U, T = r3 = U*TU,5 and U = f2. (p is the gauge coupling of the group
H.) Under the group P^u, ® 7*v (where ̂ ba, = 5(7(2)t ® St/(2)R and 7f„ =
SU(2)'V C ?i), we have the following transformation laws:

where SL(R] € St/(2)L(fl) of 5|"ba| and /it, e Hv. Under the choice of EL = £fl =
Ev. £ SU(2}C, £ transforms linearly becauseof EL. = /i„. This pluseqs. (8) and (11)
shows why the last four terms in (9) beak the SM custodial S£/(2)c symmetry
while the others conserve it. Among the above four new 5t/(2)c-conserving
Parameters K„'S, KO is determined by normalizing the Goldstone kinematic term:

For deriving £„'5 in (1) from (9), it is technically more convenient to use the
matrix U instead of £ äs the variable. This can be done by going to another
unitary gauge of ~H under a proper hidden local gauge transformation. Then, we
derive

41 By "unitary gauge" we mean a gauge containing no new Goldstone boson other tlian the
tliree ones for generating the longitudinal components of the known W, Z. In fact, it is not
essentially necessary to introduce such a new local symmetry 'H for {V',>1} [4] since "H has to
be broken anyway and {V, A] can be traditionally treated äs matter ftelds [15]. The hidden
local symmetry formalism is niore restrictive oa the allowed free-paranieters (/o„'s etc) due to
the additional assumption about that new local group "H.
5' In the Äf-gauge of hidden group "H, T can be generally defined äs T = M^r3M with
the unitary matrix jVf representing the additional new Goldstone bosons associating with the
breaking ofH. Under ti, M transforms äs M => M' = h*RMhL and thus T => f' = h]LfhL ,

with /iL(R) € SU(?.}'L,R. . In the unitary gauge of "H, M = l, so that f = r3.

5

After elirninating the V and A fields in the heavy mass expansion, we obtain the
leading terrns (of no explicit ß^-dependence):

which contributes to tn äs follows:

C.i = £ S + G

Tr (TV) Tr (TV) + O
MV,A

(13)

- 2)

= £ = 0

-fl [4(3 -

where
2t.

+ 2 (4 K3 «3

14)

(15)

and A = min{Mv, MA] . At the leading order, {Mv, MA] ~

|gt)v/«r, gwy«2 + «3/4J, after ignoring the SM gauge couplings g and g1. In
(14), the factor l/f^A'1]2 ~ K l(A/Mv)2 = O(KI) and all SC/(2)e-breaking terms
depend on 17 . We see that the ££/(2)c-symmetric contribution from the axial-
vector boson interactions to C\ -t\s negative for |TJ| < \/2 , while
the summed contribution C4 = -£5 = [(r;2 - l)2 + 16fJ2] /^v^puA-1]2 > G . The
cleviation of r; and/or 17 from 77(77) = 0 represents the non-QCD-like EWSB dy-
namics.
• Heavy Doublet Fermions Consider a simple model for one flavor heavy
chiral fermions which form a left-handed weak doublet (C/£,Z?L)T and right-
handed singlets {UR.DR}, and joins a new strong SU(N) gauge group in its
fundamental representation. Their small mass-splitting breaks the SU(2)C and is
characterized by the parameter u = l — (My/A/o) • The anomaly-cancellation
is ensured by assigning the {U, D] electric charges äs {+|,— 5} . By taking
{U, D} äs the source of the EWSB, the W, Z masses can be generated by heavy
fermion loops. The new contributions to the quartic gauge couplings of W/Z
corae from the non-resonant {U, D] box-diagrams. The leading results in the

and u expansions are summarized äs follows:

= 0 ; (16)*--«-(£)'*



where A = min{M(

3. Testing the Quartic Gauge Couplings via WWZ/ZZZ-Productions

VVhile the LHC will give the first direct test on fchese new quartic gauge cou-
plings (QGCs), the l arge backgrounds limit its sensitivity to the parameter-f„'s
and cutting off the backgrounds significantly reduces the event rate. As shown in
Ref. [16], even for the direct resonance production in the TeV regime only around
10 signal events were predicted for H/±Vl/± channels at the LHC with a 100 fb"1

aiinual luminosity after imposing necessary cuts in the gold-plated modes (by
pure leptotiic decays). The corresponding study at the TeV e^e' NLC opens a
much more exciting possibility [17],

The piesent study focuses on how to make further precision tests at the NLC
for bounding these QGCs via WWZ/ZZZ-producüon [20] (cf. See. 3}6 and their
interplay with the W M7-fusion [2l] (cf. See. 4), which is much cleaner than the
LHC so that the final state W/Z's can be detected via the dijet mode and with
large branching ratlos. Due to the limited calorirneter energy resolution. the
misidentification probability of W versus Z and the rejection of certain fraction
of diboson events should be considered [17]. Inclusion of the leptonic decay of
Z to e~e+ and ji~/i+ is also useful. To avoid the potential fusion backgrounds
c~e+ —t eeZZ, eeWVV in studying the WWZ/ZZZ-ptoduction, xve only add the
fi~fi+ channel for the Z-decay. Including these we find the detection efficiencies
for ZZZ and WWZ final states are about 16.8% and 18.4%, respectively. The
signal diagrams only contain the s-channel Z-boson so that the relevant QGCs
corne from ZZZZ and WWZZ vertices. It turns out that e~e+ —t WWZ has
huge backgrounds due to the i-channel ve °r e'"e exchange, and the kinematic cuts
alone help very little. However, we find that such type of backgrounds involve the
left-handed W-e-i/ coupüng and thus can be very effectively suppressed by using
the right(left)-hand polarized e~(e+) beam. The highest sensitivity is reached
by maxirnally polarizing both e~ and e+ beams.

The crucial roles of the beam polarization and the higher collider energy for the
i<l''M/Z-production are demonstrated in Fig. la, where ±la exclusion contours
for (V4 are displayed at v/s = 0.5, 0.8, 1.0 and 1.6 TeV, respectively. The
beam polarization has much less impact on the ZZZ mode. due to the almost
axial-vector type e-Z-e coupling. Including the same polarizations äs in the
case of the W W Z mode, we find about 10 — 20% improvements on the bounds
from the ZZZ-pioduction. Assuming the two beam polarizations (90% e~ and
65% e+) , we suramarize the final ±lcr bounds for both ZZZ and WWZ channels

6) The WWZ/ZZZ-productiort in the SM was studied in Ref. [18], and later some analyses
on including the anomalous couplings have also appeared [19], but only for the case with
unpolarized e* bearns.

and their combined 90% C.L. contours for 0.5 TeV with /£ = 50 fb'1 in Fig. Ib
(representing theßrst direct probe&t the LC) and for 1.6 TeV with /£ = 200 fb~'
in Fig. Ic (representing the best sensitivity gained from the final stage of the LC
with energy around 1.5/1.6 TeV). We see that, at the 90% C.L. level. the bounds
on C4-CB at 0.5 TeV are within 0(10-20), whiie at 1.6 TeV they sensitively reach
O(l). The ellipses for the WWZ final state in £r4 plane are identical to those
in £G-(7 plane, while the bands for the ZZZ final state in l6-£7 plane become
tighter due to a factor of 2 enhancement from the 4Z-interaction vertex. £10 only
contributes to ZZZ final state and can be probed at the similar level. The new
physics cutoff is chosen äs A = 2 TeV in our plots and the numerical results for
other values of A can be obtained by simple scaling. Finally, we have further
performed a parallel analysis to Fig. 2b-c for the Situation without e+ beam
polarization (with e~ polarization the same äs before). For a two-parameter
(£1,5) study, the 90% C.L. results are compared äs folllows:

at 0.5 TeV : -12 (-18) < C„ < 21 (27),

at 1.6 TeV : -0.50 (-0.67) < £4 < 1.5 (1.7),

- 17 (-22) < 4 <9.5 (15);
-1.3 (-1.5) < 4 <0.36 (0.58);

(17)

where the numbers in the parentheses denote the bounds frorn polarizing the
e~-beam alone. The comparison in (17) shows that without e+-bearn polariza-
tion, the sensitivity will decrease by about 15% - 60%. Therefore, making use
of the possible e+-beam polarization with a degree around 65% will certainly be
beneficial. In the above, the total rates are used to derive the numerical bounds.
We have further studied the possible improvements by including different char-
acteristic distributions, but no significant increase of the sensitivity is found for
the above processes.

4. Interplay of WWZ/ZZZ-Production and I^M-'-Fusion

To probe the QGCs (1), we know [9] that the IVW-fusion amplitudes have
the highest E-power dependence in the TeV regime while the 5-channel signals
of the WWZ/ZZZ-production lose an enhancement factor of (£/u)2 relative to
that of the fusion processes. When the collider energy is reduced by half (from
1.6 TeV down to 800 GeV), the sensitivity of the H/I'l/-fusion decreases by about
a factor of 20 or more [21]. We therefore expect that ee ->• WWZ. ZZZ become
more important at the earlier phase of the NLC and will be competitive with and
complementary to fusions for the Iater stages of the NLC around O.S ~ l TeV [20].
The following analysis reveals that even at the 1.5/1.6 TeV. e+e~ -» WWZ plays
a crucial role in achieving a clean five-parameter analysis,

To completely determine all the QGCs, we need at least five independent pro-
cesses. From H''I'I'-fusions alone, we can have



Relevant pararneter :

(£4,5;

(ZZ -> ZZ). ([£, + 4] + 2[4 + t, 4- £,„]) •

(18)

We see that for a complete determination the e~e~ mode is necessary in opening
the H/~H'"~ channel. The first two processes in (IS) provide a clean test on (4>5,
and by including the third and fourth reactions £&j can be further disentangled,
and finally the fifth channel provides the unique probe on £10. Though this scheme
is complete in principle, the realistic Situation 1s mach more involved. The small
e-e-Z coupling suppresses the total rates of the last two channeis (especially the
fifth). Furthermore, the WZ-channel has l arge 7-induced seWW background in
which one e is lost in the beam-pipe and one W misidentified äs Z, A cut on the
missingpxf^) is imposedto specially suppress this background. Even though, the
final sensitivity still turns out to be less useful in constraining the 16-1? space (cf.
Fig. 2abelow) [21]. To sensitively bouncl {f8,M (especialiy £6) well below 0(1),
we propose to use the triple gauge boson production mechanism e~ e+ — * WW Z.
Fig. 2a demonstrates the interplay of Wl-V-fusion and H/H/Z-production for
discriminating the 5t/(2)c-breaking parameters 4-f- at i/s = 1-6 TeV and with
an annual luminosity of 200 fb"1. Toconstrain £10, both ZZZ and eeZZ channeis
are available. Assurning that ^.5;6,- are constrained by the processes mentioned
above, we set their values to be zero (the reference point) for simplicity and
define the statistic significance S = \M — M>\/i/$o which is a function of £]0.
(Here M is the total event-number while JN/o is the number at t\o = 0.) As shown
in Fig. 2b, at 1.6 TeV, the sensitivity of e~e+ -¥ eeZZ for probing iw is better
than that of e e"1 ZZZ.

In summary, the first direct probe on these QGCs will come from the early
phase of the LC at 500 GeV, where the WHMusion processes are not useful.
The two mechanisms become more competitive and complementary at energies
^/s - O.S - l TeV. At a later stage of the LC, ̂  = 1.6 TeV, the 90% C.L.
one-parameter bounds from the fusion processes become very sensitive, for A —
2 TeV:

-0.13 < tt < 0.10 , - 0.08 < 4 < 0.06 ;
-0.22 <£6< 0-22 , - 0.12 <£7< 0.10 , - 0.21 < /10 < 0.21

(19)

obtained for /£ = 200 fb'1 with a 90% (65%) polarized e~(e+) beam. The
bounds on 14<S are about a factor of 3 ~ 6 stronger than that from WWZ/ZZZ-
modes (cf. Table 1); while the bounds on 4,-,io are comparable. For a complete

9

multi-parameter analysis, the WWZ-ch&nnel is crucial for determining £6-£r even
at a 1.6 TeV LC.

Table 1: Combined 90% C.L. bounds on £4-io from H'WZ/ZZZ-production, For sim-
plicity, we set one parameter to be nonzero at a time. The bouncl on <?io comes from
ZZ^-cliannel alone.

^ (TeV)

/ £ ( fb - ' )

W W Z/Z Z Z

Bounds

(at90%C.L.)

Range of |Cn

0.5

50

-9.5< CA < 11.7

-9.8<£5 < 8.9

-5.0 < £6 < 5.8

-5.0 < i-, < 5.7

-4.3 < C10 < 5.2

< 0(4 ~ 10)

O.S

100

- 2.7 <1A< 3.2

-3.1 < 4 < 2.3

-1 .5<4< 1.6

-1.5 < t- < 1.5

-1.4 < ^ i o < 1-4

<0(1~3)

1.0

100

- 1.7 < £4 < 2.0

-1.9 < 4 < 1-4

-0.95 < £ 6 < 1.0

-0.95 < C7 < 0.92

-0.83 < £10 < 0.88

<O(0.8~2)

1.0

200

- 0.50 < £4 < 0.58

-0.54 < fs < 0.36

-0.28 <£6< 0.28

-0.28 < £7 < 0.26

-0.26 < £10 < 0.26

< 0(0.3-0.6)

5, Concluding Remarks

Despite the constantly increasing evidence in supporting the Standard Model
(SM) over the past 30 years, we particle physicists have been struggling in search
for " New Physics Beyond the SM " so far [l], Arnong the numerous ways
for going beyond the SM, the Higgs boson hypothesis [22] stands out. Though
the direct lower Higgs-mass-bound is gradually pushed up [l], the unitarity and
triviality forbid it to go beyond the TeV scale, at which we are facing an excit-
ing strong electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) dynamics. Below the new
heavy resonance, we have to ßrst probe the EWSB parameters formulated by
means of the electroweak chiral Lagrangian (EWCL), among which the quartic
gauge interactions penetrate the pure Goldstone dynamics. After analyzing the
ciifferent patterns of these quartic couplings in connection with typical under-
lying resonance/non-resonance models, we perform a model-independent study
on constraining them via WWZ/ZZZ-production and Vl^W-fusion at the next
generation e±e~ linear colüders (NLC). The main focus is then put onto the in-
terplay of these two production mechanisms for achieving a complete probe of
the EWSB mechanisrn. The important roles of both polarized e~ and e+ bearns
are revealed and analyzed.
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